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Rotary Award Bologna Valle del Samoggia goes to the most 

creative installation presented at ARTEFIERA 2017 
to promote the diffusion of the culture of art especially among young people 

and to spread the principles of Rotary 

on friendship and brotherhood among the nations. 
6th Year 

 
Reaches the sixth consecutive year the Rotary Artefiera Award, confirmed the 
 collaboration with the Rotary International District 2072 Emilia Romagna and San 

Marino, with the Rotaract Bologna and with Libera Accademia degli Studi  
Caravaggeschi "Cardinal Francesco Maria del Monte". 

In the past, the award has gone to installations by J. Hashimoto (2012) with 
“Armada”  Studio La Città Gallery in Verona,  MLB Gallery of  Ferrara with the  

curatorial stand on "The earthquake in Emilia" (2013),  the Primo Marella Gallery in 
Milan (2014 ) with "Golden Boy" artist of Myanmar dissident Aung Ko, Z2O Sara Zanin 

Gallery in Rome (2015) with “ Planasia 2014” of  Silvia Camporesi, Prometeo Gallery 
in Milan (2016) with “La Bugia” of Fabrizio Cotognini. 

 

In previous editions of Rotary's commitment to promote the art  it has also been 
proactive in the collateral events,  such as the Symposium of sculpture addressed to 

young sculptors of the Academy of Fine Arts in Carrara, the update on minimally 
invasive techniques to discover existing masterpieces under ancient altarpieces, the 

talk show coordinated  with the Corriere della Sera on the role of entrepreneurial 
collectors: “ L’arte ispira limpresa. L’impresa fa vivere l’arte.” 

 
The award ceremony will take place during Artefiera 2017 on Saturday, January 
28th, 2017 at 18:00 at the Service Centre of Fiere di Bologna. 

 
An award given to artists and galleries. 

The prize consists of an award and a cash prize that will be delivered to the gallery 
winner. First, we’ll make a selection of 10 galleries, and from this, the first selection 

will be named the winner. 

The qualified jury will award a particular work of contemporary art, or a special stand 
fitted out by a contemporary art gallery within the stand of ARTEFIERA. Rotaract 

Bologna will award this year, combined with the award,  a special prize money for the 
winning artist. 

 


